# Marine Science Courses

## Session 1
**May 21 - June 15**

**MARE 240**  Small Boat Operations/Research

## Session 2
**June 18 - July 27**

**MARE 140**  * Intro to Hawaiian Coral Reefs
**MARE 140L**  * Intro to Hawaiian Coral Reefs Lab
**MARE 294**  SpTop: Marine Environmental Policy
**MARE 380**  * Natural History of Sharks & Rays
**MARE 380L**  * Natural History of Sharks Lab
**MARE 444**  Biological Oceanography
**MARE 490**  Sea Turtle Conservation & Ecology
**MARE 490L**  Sea Turtle Conservation & Ecology Lab

### Special Session
**May 13 - May 26**

**MARE 264**  * QUEST
**MARE 364**  * Advanced QUEST

Registration begins April 9th, 8:00AM
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